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This thesis reports on two experiments that address the question of how listeners are sensitive to
prosodic/intonational structure in their perception of segmental contrasts. In Experiment 1,
listeners categorized a VOT continuum as /p/ or /b/ in a target syllable (/pa/ or /ba/). The target
was placed in a carrier phrase where the duration and F0 of the pre-target syllable were
manipulated. Results suggest listeners are sensitive to intonational structure in their computation
of speech rate, interpreting a short syllable with low-rising F0 (an L-H% boundary tone in English
intonational phonology) as an increase in speech rate. This perceived increase in rate shifts the
category boundary of the subsequent target VOT. Experiment 2 showed listeners similarly adjusted
categorization of a vowel duration continuum, where vowel duration is a cue to a following
obstruent’s voicing (categorized as “coat” or “code”). Taken together, these results suggest that
listeners are sensitive to intonational structure in their perception of segmental contrasts, and use the distribution of tonal targets over a given temporal interval in computing speech rate.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

It has been well established that cross-linguistically, the articulatory and acoustic properties of a speech sound are systematically correlated with the position of that sound in the prosodic configuration of an utterance (e.g. Byrd, 2000; Cho, 2002, 2015; Cho & Keating, 2001, 2009; Fougeron, 1998; 2001, Fougeron & Keating, 1997; Georgeton et al., 2016; Jun, 1993; Onaka, 2003; Wightman et al., 1992). The effect of prosodic position on phonetic realization has been conceptualized as the phonetic encoding of prosodic structure (e.g. Keating, 2006), where fine-grained phonetic detail encodes a sound’s position in the larger prosodic configuration of an utterance. One well-documented pattern is “initial strengthening” where segments initial to a prosodic unit are realized as “stronger” (e.g. Keating, 2006; Keating et al., 2003). “Stronger” can refer to a variety of articulatory and acoustic variables including increased articulatory contact, closure duration, and burst energy (e.g. Cho & Keating, 2009; Fougeron, 2001). The degree of strengthening generally maps hierarchically onto phrasal constituents, where for example, linguopalatal contact was observed to be greater initial to an intonational phrase (IP) than an intermediate phrase (ip) than a word (Fougeron & Keating, 1997). Of specific interest in the present study is how initial strengthening is encoded in the voice onset time (VOT) of voiceless-aspirated stops. In English, VOT is robustly longer when the aspirated stop in question is initial to an IP, versus medial to it (e.g. Cho & Keating, 2009; Pierrehumbert & Talkin, 1992).

Recently, two studies (Kim & Cho, 2013; Mitterer, Cho & Kim, 2016) have investigated how listeners might be sensitive to the relationship between the phonetic realization of VOT and the prosodic position of a segment. Listeners have been shown to shift their perceptual criteria for a given phonetic category on the basis of a variety of contextual factors. These include segmental
context (e.g. Harrington et al., 2008; Mann, 1980; Mann & Repp, 1981; Mitterer, 2006), formant frequency distributions preceding the target (e.g. Holt et al., 2000; Ladefoged & Broadbent, 1957; Sjerps & Smiljanić, 2013) and speaking rate (e.g. Miller & Volaitis, 1989; Newman & Sawusch, 1996; Reinisch & Sjerps, 2013; Summerfield, 1981). Given that phonetic categories are sensitive to this sort of contextual variation, their sensitivity to prosodic factors might be expected. In specific terms, given that VOT is longer in IP-initial position (as compared to IP-medial position), it stands to reason that listeners may take prosodic position into account in their categorization of a VOT continuum, requiring longer VOT for a voiceless stop categorization when the target is IP-initial.

Kim & Cho (2013) carried out a 2AFC (two-alternative forced choice) task experiment addressing this question. Listeners categorized a target sound as /p/ or /b/, in the syllable /pa/ or /ba/. The target had VOT ranging from 0 to 45 ms in 7.5 ms steps. The crucial manipulation in the experiment was whether the target sound was initial or medial in an IP in the carrier phrase.\(^1\) A ToBI-transcribed representation of this manipulation is shown below, where \(x\) is the target syllable.

In (1) below, the target is IP-medial and in (2) the target is IP-initial.

\[
(1) \text{Let’s hear } x \text{ again} \\
H* \quad H* \quad L-L%
\]

\[
(2) \text{Let’s hear } x \text{ again} \\
H* \quad L-L\% \quad H* \quad L-L\%
\]

Kim and Cho found that a post-boundary, i.e. IP-initial, target sound (\(x\) in (2)) required significantly longer VOT to be categorized as /p/ compared to a target in IP-medial position (i.e. there were decreased /p/ responses in condition (2), compared to (1)). The authors looked at the point in the identification function at which listeners responded /p/ 50% of the time, and found that

\(^1\)Note Kim & Cho’s pitch accent manipulation is left aside here; manipulating pitch accent placement did not have a significant effect in their experiment.
this point was shifted to higher VOT values by approximately 4 ms in the IP-initial condition. The authors interpreted this effect as originating from speaker sensitivity to the IP boundary and initial strengthening of VOT: “[…] when the preceding context provided IP boundary cues, listeners took into account the IP-boundary induced (domain-initial) lengthening of VOT, and therefore required a corresponding, longer VOT for an upcoming post-boundary stop” (p 24). This interpretation implicates listeners’ sensitivity to initial strengthening and prosodic structure in categorization.

However, this interpretation has been challenged more recently by Mitterer, Cho & Kim (2016), who present speech rate normalization as an alternative explanation for the same effect. Generally speaking, speech rate normalization refers to the process by which durational cues to segmental contrasts are relativized to global or local modulations in speaking rate. One notable case demonstrated by Miller et al. (1984) is that the /b/-/w/ boundary, cued by varying transition duration into a following vowel, shifts on the basis of rate information. Relevant to the current study, longer VOT is required for a voiceless percept when in the vicinity of a longer preceding segment (e.g. Summerfield, 1981). Speech rate normalization is a viable alternative explanation because the manipulations represented in (1) and (2) above included changes in duration. In (2) above, the target is preceded by a phrase boundary, manifested in part by pre-boundary lengthening. Given that local modulations in rate exert influence on categorization (e.g. Summerfield, 1981), the lengthened precursor in (2) would be expected to shift the category boundary via rate normalization in the same direction observed by Kim & Cho. Studies that have investigated rate effects on the categorization of VOT have found comparable shifting in 50% crossover points on the basis of rate manipulations as well, suggesting that the effect observed by Kim & Cho might be attributable to rate changes alone (for example, Miller & Volaitis found
approximately 8ms shifting; note their durational difference across rate conditions was slightly larger than Kim & Cho’s).

Speech rate normalization is typically viewed as “low-level”, domain-general auditory processing, which contrasts with the sensitivity to prosodic structure and its phonetic encoding suggested by Kim & Cho. Arguments for domain generality come from the fact that rate normalization can occur across changes in speaker (e.g. Diehl et al., 1980; Newman & Sawusch, 2009), and that its effects can be replicated with non-speech analogs (e.g. Diehl & Walsh, 1989; Pisoni et al., 1983). Mitterer et al. note that this suggests “[…] speaking rate information is used by listeners at a relatively early processing stage which precedes adjustments to speaker differences and auditory perceptual grouping” (p 70). However, the extent to which rate dependent speech perception is an exclusively domain-general auditory process is an open question. Numerous studies have shown “higher level” factors related to language experience play a role in rate dependent speech perception (e.g. Baese-Berk et al., 2016; Bosker & Reinisch, 2015, 2017; Dilley et al., 2013), and other research indicates some rate effects are speech specific (Pitt et al., 2016). These sorts of results suggest that Mitterer et al’s characterization of speech rate normalization might require more nuance (e.g., Bosker, 2017; Pitt et al., 2016; Wade & Holt, 2005), a point that will be discussed further in section 4.

Because of the potentially confounding influence of speech rate normalization outlined above, Mitterer et al. performed two experiments aimed at testing Kim & Cho’s original claim. In one experiment, Mitterer et al. used the same stimuli as Kim & Cho, but flattened the F0 contour preceding the target (i.e., “let’s hear”) in (1) and (2) above by setting the pitch to be the mean overall F0 of the utterance. Because prosodic structure is crucially cued by both F0 and duration and because listeners have been shown to be sensitive to F0 modulations for the purposes of word
segmentation (e.g. Kim, 2004; Kim & Cho, 2009; Ladd & Schepman, 2003; Spinelli et al., 2010; Warner et al., 2010) and syntactic/phrasal grouping and disambiguation (e.g. Kjelgaard & Speer, 1999; Lee & Watson, 2011; Price et al., 1991; Schafer, 1996; Streeter, 1978), the authors reasoned that the categorization of stimuli may shift less with a flattened F0 if listeners are compensating for prosodic structure. In other words, if the shift in categorization reflects listeners’ sensitivity to prosodic structure, removing one cue to prosodic boundary (here, L-L%) may reduce the magnitude of the effect. However, there was no difference in categorization based on whether the stimuli had flattened, or naturally contoured, F0: in other words, listeners did not modulate their categorization based on whether the stimuli had flattened pitch. This result led the authors to conclude that the length difference in the precursor between (1) and (2) above was the only factor shifting categorization: “[T]he failure of F0's contribution to boundary-induced modulation of phonetic category may not be seen as entirely consistent with the view that speech perception is directly modulated by computation of prosodic structure” (p 76). However, as noted by the authors, their result does not entirely preclude listener sensitivity to prosodic structure, as duration serves as a consistent cue to boundary (Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996; Tyler & Cutler, 2009) and could have cued a boundary for listeners independently from pitch.

In another experiment, the authors demonstrated that a global slowdown in the precursor “let’s hear” shifted categorization in the same direction as the more localized slow-down in (2) above (on “hear”), though the size of the shift was smaller in the globally slowed version. The fact that globally slower speech rate shifted categorization in a similar fashion to pre-boundary lengthening is another piece of evidence that rate normalization may be the driving force behind the effect. The larger effect of localized slowing is explainable by the fact that local durations exert greater influence on upcoming categorization (e.g. Summerfield, 1981), and that listeners
normalize over a window surrounding the target segment (e.g. Newman & Sawusch, 1996). Mitterer et al. therefore suggested that their results are compatible with the hypothesis that listeners are only normalizing for speech rate, and concluded that listeners may not be sensitive to prosodically driven variation for the purpose of categorizing segments.

1.2 Motivation for the current study

The current study aimed to explore whether intonation independently influences listeners’ categorization of speech sounds. Mitterer and colleagues demonstrated that an absence of boundary-cueing F0 did not induce any significant shift in categorization compared to the L-L% boundary tone. However, this methodology does not test for the possibility that other F0 contours that uniquely cue an IP boundary might shift categorization. Further, in removing F0 information the authors precluded the possibility of testing whether speech rate normalization is affected by tonal contours, a point that will be discussed further below.

The experimental design independently crossed F0 (intonation) and duration cues to an IP boundary in a 2x2 design, using a similar 2AFC task as that implemented by Kim & Cho (2013) and Mitterer et al. (2016). Specifically, the experiment used an intonation-based cue to prosodic boundary that should persist even in the absence of durational cues. The 2x2 manipulations were made to the syllable immediately preceding the target in the carrier phrase “I’ll say x again”, where x is the target (described in more detail in section 2.1 below). The two durational conditions used are named SHORT and LONG, where the LONG condition presented a durational cue to boundary (phrase-final lengthening), and the SHORT condition did not cue a boundary in terms of duration. These two durational conditions were crossed with two intonation conditions.

The selection of intonation variables for use in the experiment was informed by their predicted interpretation within the framework of English intonational phonology (e.g. Beckman &
Pierrehumbert, 1986; Ladd, 2008; Pierrehumbert, 1980). In the intonational phonology of English an IP-final syllable can have four possible (non-downstepped) F0 contours: a high rise (H-H%), a high flat (H-L%), a low rise (L-H%), and a low fall (L-L%). The tones with a hyphen diacritic (H-, L-) are the boundary tones of an intermediate phrase (ip) and can occur over multiple syllables between the nuclear pitch accented word and the IP-final syllable. However the tones with % (H%, L%) are IP boundary tones, and occur only on the IP-final syllable. When both ip and IP boundary tones occur on one syllable, only a low-rise (L-H%) uniquely signals that the syllable is IP-final. This is because the L-H% is the only boundary tone that changes the direction of pitch movement, from a low target to a high target, within the same syllable. Therefore, when a syllable carrying both ip and IP tones is not lengthened, all the boundary tones except for L-H% could be reinterpreted as a non-boundary tone. For example, low falling F0 (L-L%) over a shortened unaccented syllable could be reinterpreted as a low leading tone for the following H* pitch accent (an L+H* pitch accent). A high flat F0 (H-L%) on an unaccented syllable could be interpreted as a non-target transition or sag between H* pitch targets (e.g., between “Let’s” and “x” in (1)). Similarly, super-high F0 (H-H%) could be interpreted as the H leading tone of the following pitch accent, i.e., H+!H*, or a delayed peak of the preceding H*. In contrast, two tonal targets (L-H%) on one short syllable cannot be interpreted as part of any pitch accent or a transition tone or a delayed tone. In theory, L-H% could be interpreted as an L*+H pitch accent, but this would be possible only when the syllable is pitch accented, i.e., produced prominently. Note, in the current experiment, “I’ll” and “x” are pitch accented and “say” is not. Further, the low target in L-H% is aligned too early in the syllable to be interpreted as a preceding L target in an L+H* pitch accent on the following target sound. In summary: in English intonational phonology, a non-pitch
accented syllable with two tonal targets has to be an IP-final syllable carrying a L-H% boundary tone.

Following this logic, the L-H% contour should sound like a boundary tone to listeners, even in the absence of durational cues. For this reason, this L-H% F0 contour was one of the two intonation conditions used in the experiment.

The second intonation condition used a high flat F0 contour. As mentioned earlier, this contour is not expected to be interpreted as cueing a boundary in the SHORT condition. However, in the LONG condition, it should be interpretable as a boundary tone (H-L%). These two intonation conditions are named the LH and FLAT condition, respectively. Importantly, the two intonation conditions present an asymmetry in how they are predicted to be interpreted by listeners in the SHORT condition. This is schematized in Table 1.

Table 1: Conditions used in the experiment, with predicted listener interpretation. Intonation conditions are columns, length conditions are rows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>INTONATION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-rising F0 (LH)</td>
<td>High-flat F0 (FLAT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHORT vowel</td>
<td>(a) IP boundary with an L-H% boundary tone (even when SHORT).</td>
<td>(b) Not interpretable as a boundary tone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LONG vowel</td>
<td>(c) IP boundary with an L-H% boundary tone.</td>
<td>(d) IP boundary with an H-L% boundary tone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1 above, in the SHORT condition only, the intonational contour should sound like a boundary tone when LH, but not when FLAT. The pertinent question is then if and how this will impact categorization of the following target sound.
Table 2 lays out the predicted effects of the manipulations used in the experiment for the two competing accounts discussed above (rate normalization versus compensation for initial strengthening). Note, because pre-boundary lengthening is a consistent cue to boundary (e.g. Klatt, 1976; Shattuck-Hufnagel & Turk, 1996; Tyler & Cutler, 2009; Wightman et al., 1992) and based on Mitterer et al.’s findings outlined above, it is assumed that even under a prosodic compensation account (following Kim & Cho, 2013), the LONG condition will provide a duration-based cue to boundary, triggering compensation for initial strengthening. In other words, duration, independent of intonation, is predicted to shift categorization, either by cueing a boundary, or via speech rate normalization. For that reason, the effect of length is ignored in Table 2 below.

**Table 2: Predictions for the compared conditions from Table 1, split by account.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Compensation for initial strengthening (Kim &amp; Cho, 2013)</th>
<th>Rate normalization (Mitterer et al., 2016)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(i) Effect of intonation in the SHORT condition</td>
<td>LH cues a boundary, but FLAT does not. Fewer /p/ responses when LH.</td>
<td>No effect, duration is the same.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ii) Effect of intonation in the LONG condition</td>
<td>No effect, both duration and intonation cue a boundary.</td>
<td>No effect, duration is the same.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 2, the critical comparison for teasing apart the two explanations is the effect of intonation in the SHORT condition, where the two accounts make different predictions about if and how categorization will shift. Accordingly, this comparison will be the focus of interpreting the results. Note that because both intonational variables are possible boundary tones when LONG,
categorization would not be expected to shift on the basis of intonation in the LONG condition by either of the explanations.

In controlling for the effects of duration and intonation in the manner outlined above, this experimental design offers a way to tease apart listener sensitivity to prosodic structure and normalization for speech rate, building on the work done by Kim & Cho (2013) and Mitterer et al. (2016).

2 Experiment 1

Following Kim & Cho (2013) and Mitterer et al. (2016), the experiment was a 2AFC task, wherein participants categorized the target as /p/ or /b/. The platform used for presentation of the stimuli was Appsobabble (Tehrani, 2015).

2.1 Materials

The stimuli used in the experiment were created by resynthesizing the speech of a ToBI-trained English speaker. The procedure for creating the stimuli is outlined below.

The speaker was first recorded at 44.1 kHz (32 bit) using SM10A Shure™ microphone and headset in a sound attenuated room in the UCLA Phonetics Lab. Manipulation was carried out with PSOLA resynthesis (Moulines & Charpentier, 1990) in Praat (Boersma & Weenik, 2018). Two ToBI-transcribed utterances that served as the starting point for stimuli creation are represented in (3) and (4) below. The target word was produced as [pʰa] during recording, written as ‘pa’ below.

(3)  I’ll say pa again
     H*   H*     L-L%

(4)  I’ll say pa again
     H*   L-H%   H*   L-L%
The creation of the stimuli proceeded as follows. First, the vowel in “say” was excised from (4) above. The remainder of (4) served as the frame for all stimuli. Because phrasal boundaries affect the duration of segments that are not directly adjacent to them (e.g. Turk & Shattuck-Hufnagel, 2007), having a frame that was phrased originally as two separate IPs could potentially bias responses. To minimize this possibility, the frame was resynthesized so that the duration of each individual segment was the mean duration of that segment in (3) and (4).

The vowel for the SHORT conditions were created as follows. The vowel in “say” from (3) above (with a duration of 145 ms) was excised and inserted into the frame mentioned above. This vowel had high flat F0 as the interpolation between adjacent H* pitch accents. This created condition (b) in Table 1 (FLAT F0 on a SHORT vowel). Next the contour from the excised vowel in (4) (L-H%) was overlaid onto this SHORT vowel and inserted into the frame, creating condition (a) in Table 1 (LH pitch on a SHORT vowel). The LONG conditions were created as follows. The LONG vowel from (4), with naturally produced L-H% and a duration of 245 ms was reinserted into the duration-normalized frame to create condition (c) (LH pitch on a LONG vowel). The high flat contour from the vowel in (3) was overlaid onto this LONG vowel as well and the vowel was reinserted into the frame to create condition (d) (FLAT F0 on a LONG vowel).

Figure 1 below shows the pitch tracks and spectrograms for the four conditions.
The duration of the silent interval between the target sound and preceding “say” (which is interpreted as closure duration of /p/) was also manipulated to be different in the LONG and SHORT conditions. In the SHORT condition, the silent gap was set to be 80 milliseconds, and in the LONG
condition, it was set to be 140 milliseconds. These are similar to the values used by Kim & Cho (2013), shortened slightly to be in line with the natural productions of the speaker who produced (3) and (4) above. This was done so that the difference in the silent interval between the LONG and SHORT conditions was consistent with the level of boundary cued by duration. Longer stop closures occur IP-initially (e.g. Cho & Keating, 2009), and so pairing longer closures with the LONG condition should reinforce an IP-boundary percept for listeners. In the SHORT condition, shorter closure durations are consistent with the absence of a boundary. Because the SHORT condition is where an effect of F0 is predicted, by keeping the silent interval short in this condition it is assured that it will not contribute to a boundary percept, allowing a more direct interpretation of the effect of F0. Importantly, if this difference in closure duration between the SHORT and LONG conditions were to bias responses, it would be expected to bias towards /p/ in the LONG condition, as /p/ has longer closure than /b/ (e.g. Lisker, 1986). The results indicate clearly that this is not the case, showing that the silent interval manipulation is not overriding the effect of length. This is in line with Kim & Cho (2013), who manipulated closure duration orthogonally to other variables and found no significant main effect on categorization.

VOT manipulations were made by resynthesizing the naturally produced duration of the VOT in [pʰ] in (4) (with a duration of approximately 60ms), shortening the duration with resynthesis to create ten steps on a continuum from 0-45 ms in 5 ms steps. These manipulations resulted in 40 unique stimuli (2 intonation conditions x 2 length conditions x 10 VOT steps).

2.2 Participants

55 self-reported monolingual speakers of American English with normal hearing participated in the study. All participants were students at UCLA and received course credit for participation. Participants were excluded if their mean proportion of /p/ responses fell more than two standard
deviations outside the mean proportion of /p/ responses for the group at either endpoint. Four participants were excluded on this basis. One other participant was excluded due to failure to perform the experimental procedure (they fell asleep). The results reported here are for the remaining 50 participants (32 identifying as female, 18 identifying as male).

2.3 Procedure

The testing was carried out in a sound-attenuated room in the UCLA phonetics lab. Participants completed testing while seated in front of a desktop computer. Stimuli were presented binaurally via a Peltor™ 3M™ listen-only headset, with the volume adjusted to a comfortable listening level. Before testing began, participants were told they would listen to a native English speaker saying “I’ll say x again”, and their task was to categorize x as beginning with /p/ or /b/. To familiarize them with the endpoints of the continuum, participants first heard the endpoints of the continuum and were told the participant was saying /ba/ at the 0 ms endpoint, and saying /pa/ at the 45 ms endpoint. They heard 8 tokens of each endpoint, with two of each of the four conditions from Table 1. Tokens were randomized within this 8 token block. It was also random whether the 0 ms endpoint block or the 45 ms endpoint block was heard first.

During testing, participants heard a stimulus and were presented visually with “p” and “b” on the computer screen, one on each side of the screen. Participants indicated their choice via a key press on the computer keyboard, where an ‘f’ key press indicated the left side choice, and a ‘j’ keypress indicated a right side choice. The side of the screen on which “p” and “b” appeared was counterbalanced across participants; for 25 /p/ was on the left, for 25 /p/ was on the right.

Stimuli were organized by the set of 40 unique stimuli, and randomized within this set, meaning that participants heard a randomized mix of the F0 and length conditions. Participants heard 10 such sets total during the experiment, so that each participant categorized a total of 400
stimuli. Participants were given the opportunity to take a short self-paced break halfway through. The ITI (time between the key-press response and the beginning of the subsequent stimulus) was 250 ms. The run time for the experiment was approximately 20-25 minutes.

2.4 Results

In this section the results from Experiment 1 will be outlined with reference to the statistical model used in their evaluation. The output from the model and additional information about the model selection process are included in Appendix A. The results from Experiment 1 were assessed by a linear mixed-effect model with a logistic linking function, using the lme4 package in R (Bates et al., 2015), to account for the categorical nature of the dependent variable (e.g. Jaeger, 2008). The contrasts in the model were effect-coded (as in Mitterer et al., 2016), as opposed to dummy coded, for two-level categorical variables (e.g. Bech & Gyrd-Hansen, 2005). Fixed effects specified in the model were VOT (treated as continuous and centered at zero), two levels of F0 (LH and FLAT) and two levels of length (LONG and SHORT), as well as all possible interactions. In contrast coding the categorical fixed effects, FLAT was mapped to 1 and LH was mapped to -1; LONG was mapped to 1 and SHORT was mapped to -1. The random effect structure of the model consisted of by-subject random intercepts, with the maximal number of random slopes that allowed for the model to converge (e.g. Barr et al., 2013). Data visualization was carried out in RStudio (RStudio team, 2016). In the plot of the categorization function, the x axis shows the VOT values from the continuum, while the y axis shows the percentage of /p/ responses at each value.

Recall the effect of intonation in the SHORT condition is key in probing for listener sensitivity to prosodic structure. Before this particular effect is discussed the other significant effects in the model will be noted.
As would be expected with any such VOT continuum, increasing VOT significantly increased /p/ responses \((B = 2.77, \ z = 17.42, \ p < 0.001)\).

Length also showed a significant main effect. As expected, a **LONG** preceding vowel significantly decreased /p/ responses \((B = -0.24, \ z = -4.55, \ p < 0.001)\), shown in Figure 2 below. Length also showed a significant interaction with VOT \((B = 0.35, \ z = 6.55, \ p < 0.001)\), whereby as VOT increased the effect of length diminished along the continuum. This effect can also be observed in Figure 2, where categorization by length is separated more at the lower values of the continuum. This indicates that these lower VOT values are more ambiguous to listeners, and thus more susceptible to shifts based on preceding duration.\(^2\)

The intonation manipulations also significantly shifted categorization, where the **FLAT** condition significantly decreased /p/ responses \((B = -0.06, \ z = -2.24, \ p < 0.05)\). This effect is clearly of smaller magnitude than that of length, and is further linked to a significant three way interaction between VOT, intonation, and length \((B = -0.08, \ z = -2.44, \ p = 0.015)\). To further investigate the interaction, the lsmeans post hoc test was used (Lenth, 2016), where the effect of intonation in each length condition was compared at each VOT value along the continuum (see Appendix A, Table 7). The test revealed that there was no effect of intonation in the **LONG** condition at any point along the continuum.

In contrast, in the **SHORT** condition, intonation had significant effect at the lower end of the continuum. At the five lowest steps on the continuum (0-20ms VOT), there was a significant effect of intonation \((p < 0.01)\), and from 25-45ms there was no effect. This asymmetry is visible in Figure 2 below, where in the **SHORT** condition only, the lines of the categorization function are consistently

\(^2\) This ambiguity at lower VOT values is likely attributable to the fact that the base for the creation of the VOT continuum was an aspirated [pʰ]. Voice quality and pitch at vowel onset, as well as a lack of prevoicing during closure are all potential cues that rendered these lower values ambiguous to listeners, effectively biasing the continuum towards /p/ responses. A comparable /p/ bias is found in Kim & Cho (2013).
separated at the lower end of the continuum. Note that the SHORT LH condition has more /p/ responses as compared to the SHORT FLAT condition. In comparison, no such separation exists along the categorization function in the LONG condition.

![Categorization split by intonation and length conditions](image)

**Figure 2:** *Experiment 1 categorization split by all four conditions.*

2.5 Interim discussion

The results reported in Experiment 1 highlight how both durational and intonational information modulated categorization of the VOT continuum. The effect of duration, where the LONG condition decreased /p/ responses, is analogous to the effect found by both Kim & Cho (2013) and Mitterer et al. (2016), where a lengthened precursor shifted the categorization to higher VOT values for a voiceless /p/ categorization. As outlined by Mitterer et al., this effect could simply be normalization for speech rate, or could reflect listeners sensitivity to, and compensation for, initial
strengthening. Thus the effect of duration reported here does not serve to tease these potential explanations apart, though it does replicate the effect observed in the studies mentioned above.

The asymmetry in the effect of intonation across length conditions is in line with the predictions shown in Table 1 above. The absence of an effect of intonation in the LONG condition is expected given that both contours are possible boundary tones. An effect of intonation in the SHORT condition is expected because only LH intonation should be interpretable as a boundary tone in this condition (see Table 1).

As shown in Figure 2 above, in the SHORT condition only, LH intonation increased /p/ responses, with a significant effect at lower, more ambiguous, VOT values. Importantly, this is the opposite of what would be expected based on Kim & Cho’s original claim. Following Kim & Cho, if LH pitch in the SHORT condition indicated that the syllable preceding the target was phrase final, and if listeners used this information to modulate categorization of the VOT continuum in line with initial strengthening, it would be expected that LH pitch would reduce /p/ responses in the SHORT condition (see Table 2).

Instead, these unexpected results (increased, not decreased /p/ responses) suggest a novel interpretation: that listeners are using intonational information to compute speech rate. Given that L-H% naturally co-occurs with phrase final lengthening, when the contour was overlaid on a non-lengthened segment, it appears to be interpreted as faster speaking rate, shifting categorization to a lower VOT value for a /p/ response in the following target. In other words, because listeners are sensitive to the fact that L-H% co-occurs with phrase final lengthening, when it was compressed onto a non-lengthened segment, it gave the impression of increased speech rate, which altered subsequent categorization of VOT. If this interpretation is correct, the results of the first
experiment indicate that intonation is relevant to listeners in computing speech rate, which in turn modulates categorization of speech segments.

Previous studies have suggested that dynamic F0 contours (contours involving rising or falling pitch) are perceived as longer than flat contours, with duration held constant (e.g. Cumming, 2011; Lehiste, 1976), though the evidence for this claim is mixed, with some researchers arguing that this occurs only in isolated monosyllables, not running speech (e.g. Van Dommelen, 1993). Such a possibility can be entertained in light of the present results, as the LH condition is dynamic and the FLAT condition is not. However this explanation for the present results is ruled out on two counts. First, if this were the case the effect would be expected to be uniform across length conditions, which it is not. Second, if the dynamic F0 in the LH condition caused the syllable to be perceived as longer, categorization should shift in the opposite of the observed direction (i.e. longer VOT values for a /p/ response would be required following perceived lengthening). On this basis, it can be argued that the phonetic properties of the LH pitch contour alone are not responsible for the shift in categorization. Instead, its status as a boundary tone in English intonational phonology, with restricted distribution at phrasal edges and co-occurrent lengthening, must be what drives the effect.

The suggestion that intonational structure influences how speakers perceive speech rate has in fact been made before. Rietveld & Gussenhoven (1987) show that listeners’ rate judgments are influenced by the intonational structure of utterances in Dutch, though they tested unrelated intonational variables and used explicit rate judgment tasks that differ from the segmental categorization task used here. Accordingly, their findings are broadly compatible with the present results, though they do not offer direct support for the current findings.
In order to strengthen the claim that intonational structure mediates the perception of speech rate, a second experiment was carried out.

3 Experiment 2

If listeners use intonation to compute speech rate and adjust categorization of speech sounds, then the effect observed in Experiment 1 would be expected to generalize to other durational contrasts. To test this, a second experiment was carried out with a vowel duration continuum, where listeners used the duration of the vowel to categorize a following stop as voiced or voiceless.

In English, vowels are significantly longer preceding voiced (as opposed to voiceless) obstruents (e.g. Chen, 1970; Walsh & Parker, 1981), and in perception, listeners use preceding vowel duration as a cue to obstruent voicing (e.g. Raphael, 1972). In Experiment 2, participants categorized the target as one of two lexical items, “coat” or “code”, where the endpoint of the continuum with the shortest vowel duration should be categorized as “coat” and the endpoint with the longest duration should be categorized as “code”. These particular words were chosen because they have relatively similar lexical frequencies (“code” $\text{Log10} \text{WF} = 3.43$; “coat” $\text{Log10} \text{WF} = 3.33$), as obtained from the SUBTLEXUS corpus (Brysbaert & New, 2009). Controlling for frequency in this way minimizes a potential frequency bias in categorizing the continuum.

The crucial manipulations in Experiment 2 were identical to those used in Experiment 1, with the same 2x2 conditions shown in Table 1. Based on the results of Experiment 1, the following predictions were made. The first prediction was that the duration of the syllable preceding the target vowel (independent of intonation) should have an effect on categorization, whereby overall a LONG precursor decreases “code” responses in the same way that LONG precursor decreased /p/ responses in Experiment 1. Unlike VOT, vowel duration does not increase as a function of initial strengthening, in an IP-initial CV syllable (Cho & Keating, 2009) and so listeners’ perception of
vowel duration would not be expected to shift on the basis of their interpretation the target vowel being in an IP-initial syllable. In contrast listeners would be expected to modulate categorization of vowel duration (as a cue to obstruent voicing) as a function of speech rate (e.g. Saltzman, 2016). In this sense Experiment 2 is designed to test directly for speech rate effects.

Secondly, it was predicted that there will be no effect of intonation in the LONG condition. LH intonation in the SHORT condition, if it is indeed interpreted as an increase in speech rate, should affect subsequent categorization in analogous fashion to Experiment 1. Specifically, overall shorter vowel durations should be needed for a “code” response because it is perceived that the speaker has increased their speaking rate. The only difference between this experiment and Experiment 1 is that the perceived duration of the target vowel (instead of the duration of VOT) is being modulated by the intonationally-driven rate percept. In terms of the statistical model, this predicts that in the SHORT condition only, LH intonation should increase “code” responses.

Experiment 2 thus allowed for further confirmation of the effect in testing if the observed outcome will extend to listeners’ percepts of another durational contrast. An outcome that fits with the predictions laid out above would confirm that intonation is indeed relevant in giving listeners the impression of increased speech rate, which modulates subsequent categorization; and that the effect is generalizable to other durational contrasts.

3.1 Materials

The carrier phrase used in Experiment 2 was “I’ll say coat/code now”. The words “I’ll say” used in the stimuli were taken directly from Experiment 1, having two intonation conditions crossed with two duration conditions, the creation of which is laid out in section 2.1. The words “coat/code now” were cross spliced from another sentence produced by the same speaker recorded under the same conditions as in Experiment 1. The starting point was “I’ll say code now”, with the same
placement of pitch accent on the target (H*) and the same L-L% boundary tone as in Experiment 1. A ToBI-transcribed representation is shown below in (5).

(5) … code now
     H*   L-L%

The creation of the vowel duration continuum was carried out with PSOLA resynthesis (as in Experiment 1). First, audible stop voicing was removed to render the stop ambiguous. The closure duration between the coda of the target word and the following /n/ in “now” was set to be 90 ms, a relatively ambiguous value, based on previous production studies (Flege et al., 1991; Fullana & Mora, 2009). This was done so that closure duration should not bias responses, given that it is typically longer in /t/ versus /d/. The duration of the vowel (defined as the beginning of periodicity following the release of /k/ until the following stop closure) was resynthesized to create a continuum ranging from 80 ms to 220 ms in 20 ms steps (for 8 steps total). These 8 steps were spliced into the context following the words “I’ll say” (from Experiment 1) in all conditions. The closure duration between the end of the vowel in “say” and the beginning of the target word was set to be the same as it was across conditions as in Experiment 1.

These manipulations created 32 unique stimuli (2 intonation conditions x 2 length conditions x 8 target vowel duration steps).

3.2 Participants

54 self-reported monolingual speakers of American English with normal hearing participated in the study. All participants were students at UCLA, and received course credit for participation. Four participants were excluded using the same criteria as in Experiment 1. The results reported here are for the remaining 50 participants (38 identifying as female, 12 identifying as male).

---

3 The word “now” was used in lieu of “again” because it was judged to be more natural for a “coat” percept. An unreleased /t/ was judged to sound unnatural before a vowel.
3.3 Procedure

The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to that for Experiment 1, with the only difference being that participants categorized the target as “coat” or “code”. As with Experiment 1, the side of the screen on which the words to be categorized appeared was counterbalanced across participants. The run time was approximately 20-25 minutes.

3.4 Results

As with Experiment 1, results are discussed in terms of the model used in their evaluation. The predictors used in the model, the contrast coding of categorical fixed effects, and the determination of the random effect structure were the same as in Experiment 1, with the only difference being that target vowel duration was treated as continuous and centered at zero (as VOT was in Experiment 1). The model output and more information regarding the model selection process is contained in Appendix B.

As would be expected from any such vowel duration continuum, increasing the target vowel duration significantly increased “code” responses ($B = 2.67$, $z = 20.33$, $p < 0.001$), confirming that listeners used vowel duration as cue to obstruent voicing when categorizing the continuum.

Also as expected, length showed a significant main effect whereby a long precursor significantly decreased “code” responses ($B = -0.10$, $z = -2.78$, $p < 0.01$). Unlike Experiment 1, there was no significant interaction between vowel duration and length, suggesting that the continuum was not biased at a particular end (where in Experiment 1 the lower end of the continuum was more ambiguous). This effect of length is explainable only as speech rate normalization as outlined above.
The only other significant predictor in the model was an interaction between intonation and length ($B = 0.06, z = 2.71, p < 0.01$), suggesting an asymmetrical effect of intonation across the length conditions. Such an asymmetry is expected based on the Experiment 1 results, where it was predicted that intonation should exert an influence on categorization in the SHORT condition only. To further assess the nature of the interaction, the least-squared means post hoc test was used to test the effect of intonation within each length condition. This test showed that, as expected, LH intonation significantly increased “code” responses in the SHORT condition (Estimate = -0.21, z-ratio = -3.07, $p < 0.01$), while there was no effect in the LONG condition (Estimate = -0.05, z-ratio = 0.3, $p = 0.46$), mirroring the results of Experiment 1. This asymmetry is shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows categorization in the LONG condition, where the lines are virtually overlapping along the continuum (reflecting no effect of intonation on categorization).

**Categorization split by intonation in the LONG condition**

![Graph showing categorization split by intonation in the LONG condition](image)

**Figure 3:** Experiment 2 categorization split by intonation, in the LONG condition.
Figure 4 shows categorization in the SHORT condition. In contrast to the LONG condition, LH intonation is significantly increasing “code” responses in the middle region of the continuum, where a clear separation can be seen. Note that the length conditions are plotted separately because the separation by length condition was not as large in magnitude as compared to Experiment 1, making the relevant asymmetry visually less clear with all conditions plotted together.

![Categorization split by intonation in the SHORT condition](image)

**Figure 4:** Experiment 2 categorization split by intonation, in the SHORT condition.

The results of Experiment 2 offered confirmation of the predictions laid out at the beginning of section 3. Specifically, LH intonation increased “code” responses only in the SHORT condition, and intonation had no effect in the LONG condition. In this way, Experiment 2 confirmed the interpretation forwarded for the results in Experiment 1 by showing that categorization of vowel duration is subject to the same shift as categorization of VOT. In other words, both contrasts
showed the expected effect of speech rate, informed by intonational structure. Experiment 2 also extends the results of Experiment 1 in showing that the effect persists at a greater temporal distance from the target, where [kʰ] intervenes between the target vowel and the precursor vowel, unlike Experiment 1 where the VOT values that were categorized immediately followed the precursor vowel [eɪ]. The results of Experiment 2 suggest that the effect of intonation in the computation of speech rate can be generalized to other comparable temporal contrasts. Further replication might test for the same effect in listeners’ perception of transition duration for a /b-w/ continuum (e.g. Miller et al., 1984), for example.

4 General discussion

The results of the experiments reported here support the hypothesis that listeners interpret a compressed boundary tone (LH intonation in the SHORT condition) as an increase in speech rate, modulating subsequent categorization of VOT (Experiment 1) and vowel duration (Experiment 2). This suggests more broadly that listeners are sensitive to intonational structure in computing speech rate, and that these effects extend to the perception of durational (segmental) contrasts. The present study thus further develops the conclusions reached by Mitterer et al. (2016), in showing that speech rate is central in shifting categorization, but intonation and prosodic structure are in fact crucially intertwined with listeners’ perception of rate.

As outlined in section 2.5, the results from the present study are not entirely supportive of the claim originally made by Kim & Cho (2013), who argued that listeners might modulate categorization to compensate for their expectations about initial strengthening. In specific terms, the results from Experiment 1 did not show that the boundary-cueing L-H% caused listeners to shift to higher VOT values (i.e., longer VOT for a /p/ response) for a post-boundary stop (with a boundary cued only by pitch). The results from Experiment 2 replicated the findings of Experiment
1, and are not explainable as listener compensation for initial strengthening, as outlined in section 3. This finding is in line with Mitterer et al. (2016), whose results showed that listeners did not adjust categorization when F0 information was removed, offering converging evidence that listeners are not sensitive to F0 modulations in compensation for initial strengthening.

However, the present results do not necessarily rule out the possibility that listeners do compensate for initial strengthening as originally argued by Kim & Cho. They simply show that intonational information is used by listeners in computing speech rate, not in triggering compensation for initial strengthening. Further investigation of compensation for initial strengthening might circumvent the confounds discussed by Mitterer et al. in testing if and how non-durational cues are compensated for by listeners, though as outlined by Mitterer et al., initial strengthening appears to affect durational cues more than spectral ones (though see Cho & Keating, 2009; Georgeton et al., 2016; Georgeton & Fougeron, 2014). Looking more broadly at other patterns associated with prosody and intonation (e.g. phrase final lengthening) remains promising for further addressing the general question of how the prosodic/intonational systems of a language modulate the perception of phonetic categories independently from rate-normalization.

The results also make several concrete predictions for further study. Because intonational systems are language specific, the effect of tonal contours in cueing speech rate would be expected to vary across languages with different intonational systems and categories. One promising test case is Seoul Korean, where a falling-rising pitch pattern similar in shape to English L-H% can occur at the end of an accentual phrase (AP) without substantial lengthening (e.g. Jun 1993, 1995, 1998, 2005). Because the contour does not necessarily co-occur with lengthening, as it does in English, it would be expected that in analogous experiments with speakers of Seoul Korean and Korean stimuli an intonation-based shift in categorization would not be observed, because the
contour would not indicate an increased speech rate when distributed over a short vowel. This sort of cross-linguistic research is another important step in exploring how language-specific intonational systems affect the perception of fine-grained phonetic detail via rate normalization.

A related theoretical implication is that speech rate normalization, which can be seen as being early-stage, domain-general speech processing (as stated by Mitterer et al., 2016), is mediated to some degree by listeners’ knowledge of intonation. This may seem contradictory. However, as mentioned in section 1.1, the extent to which speech rate normalization is exclusively a reflection of domain general auditory mechanisms is an open question. Some evidence suggesting other factors are relevant can be noted. For example, lexical rate effects (e.g Dilley & Pitt, 2010), whereby the perception of whole words varies with speech rate, are influenced by language experience (e.g. Baese-Berke et al., 2016; Dilley et al., 2013). These effects also only occur when the precursor is intelligible speech, suggesting rate dependent speech processing can be speech specific in some cases (Pitt et al., 2016).

Previous studies of category boundary shifting rate effects (of the kind presented here) have also shown that linguistic factors play a role. For example, Bosker & Reinisch (2015, 2017) show that perception of contrastive vowel length is influenced by language experience, where non-native speech is perceived as being spoken more quickly, modulating categorization even when the actual rate is held constant. Pind (1998) further showed that manipulating vowel spectra affects the perception of voice offset time (another temporal contrast), based on co-occurrence restrictions for certain vowels and preaspiration in Icelandic. Here again, shifts occur even with duration held constant. Purely duration-based, domain-general auditory processes clearly cannot account for cases such as these where the perception of a temporal contrast shifts even when contextual duration remains the same. These are thus empirical cases which suggest that some
additional (putatively language-specific) influences are at play in the perception of temporal contrasts. The present studies can be seen as evidence that intonational systems need to be considered as a mediating factor in this light as well.

Results showing linguistic influences in rate dependent speech perception have led to speculation that “different rate effects operate at different processing levels” (Bosker, 2017 p 340), where some are domain-general and some are not. Wade & Holt (2005), for example, suggest that language experience likely plays a role in the perception of temporal contrasts, stating: “It seems likely […] that speakers compensate for […] variability by learning the rate-dependent covariance patterns” in the speech signal (p 948). It is also worth noting that language experience has been shown to influence the perception of non-speech (e.g. Iverson et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2006), and even the early-stage neural representation of pitch in the auditory brain stem (Krishnan et al., 2005, 2009a, 2009b). Iverson et al. suggest these sorts of results question “whether a sharp division of general auditory and speech-specific processing modes exists” in the first place (p 1808; see also Liberman & Mattingly, 1989). This view is in accordance with the position that intonational patterns might be relevant in “low-level” perceptual processes, including the computation of speech rate.

The idea that rate dependent speech perception is, to some extent, influenced by learned patterns in the language input fits with the present results. However, these claims remain somewhat speculative, and the relationship between general auditory processing and learned patterns is not yet understood (Bosker, 2017; Wade & Holt, 2005). Accordingly, in going forward, cross-linguistic research of the kind mentioned above will be key in teasing apart the effects of language experience from more domain-general auditory processes. Further studies might also benefit from
the use of non-speech analogs in stimuli as another possible way of testing for the domain generality of the observed effect (following Pitt et al., 2016).

5 Conclusions

The present study consisted of two experiments, investigating the role that modulations in pitch and duration played in categorization of temporal contrasts. In Experiment 1, listeners categorized a VOT continuum, and results led to the hypothesis that listeners’ sensitivity to tonal distributions in the intonational phonology of English caused them to interpret a compressed boundary tone (L-H%) as an increase in speech rate, shifting subsequent categorization of VOT. Experiment 2 offered support for this hypothesis, by showing an analogous shift occurred in the categorization of a vowel duration continuum, where vowel duration served as a cue to coda stop voicing. These results together are taken to suggest that tonal distributions over time are relevant to listeners’ perception of speech rate, as informed by the intonational structure of their language.

The results of the present study thus suggest that we must consider language intonation in accounting for rate dependent speech perception. In showing that categorization is influenced by intonational patterns, the current findings indicate that prosodic/intonational structure is indeed relevant in the perception of durational contrasts. These results also support the view that speech rate normalization is central in driving the observed effect, but they point to intonational structure as a crucial mediating factor in listener computation of speech rate.

Extending these results to cross-linguistic study, and exploring their relevance for more general issues in the speech perception literature will address the predictions and implications outlined above. Further research will hopefully improve our understanding of how prosodic/intonational systems, and linguistic experience more broadly, mediate rate dependent speech processing and modulate the perception of durational contrasts.
Appendix A: Experiment 1

Table 3: Output from the logistic regression in Experiment 1 (referred to as Model 1). Approximate p values are also shown in the right-most column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B (SE)</th>
<th>z value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>1.51(0.11)</td>
<td>13.18</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT</td>
<td>2.77 (0.16)</td>
<td>17.42</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intonation</td>
<td>-0.06 (0.03)</td>
<td>-2.24</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>-0.24 (0.05)</td>
<td>-4.55</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT:intonation</td>
<td>0.022 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT:length</td>
<td>0.35 (0.05)</td>
<td>6.55</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intonation:length</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT:intonation:length</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.03)</td>
<td>-2.44</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Variance and standard deviation for the random effect structure of Model 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>variance</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT:F0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOT:length</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Model 1, determination of random effect structure. The determination of the random effect structure of the model began by using the maximum possible random slopes with by-subject intercepts, and then successively simplifying the random effect structure until convergence was achieved. R notation for interactions is used. The slope with the lowest variance was removed successively, until the model converged. In the table below, the relevant models are given labels, and their random effect structure is summarized.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Converged?</th>
<th>Random slopes</th>
<th>Slope removed from previous model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>VOT<em>intonation</em>length</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>VOT+ intonation +length+VOT: intonation +VOT:length</td>
<td>intonation:length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model C</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>VOT+length+VOT: intonation +VOT: length</td>
<td>intonation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Experiment 1 model comparisons. Tests of the simplified models against the maximally specified model and each other were carried out with the anova() function in R, which compares reduction in the residual sum of squares across models and computes whether this difference is statistically significant. This test determined the difference to be non-significant, meaning the simplifications used to reach convergence did not change the model significantly from the original, non-converging model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model A ~ Model B</td>
<td>11.13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B ~ Model C</td>
<td>5.58</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A ~ Model C</td>
<td>16.714</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Assessing the three way interaction with the lsmeans post hoc test. Below the effect of intonation in the SHORT condition and LONG condition, at each VOT value is compared. In each VOT grouping, the SHORT condition is the first row, and the LONG condition is the second row. Results show the asymmetry across length conditions. Significant p values are bolded. Note this asymmetry also holds independently of VOT, where lsmeans found a significant effect of intonation in the SHORT condition overall (Estimate = -0.187, z ratio = -2.53, p = 0.011), and no effect in the LONG condition (Estimate = -0.04, z ratio = -0.639, p = 0.52).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOT</th>
<th>Conditions compared</th>
<th>Estimate (SE)</th>
<th>z ratio</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.49(14)</td>
<td>-3.48</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>0.13(0.17)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.42(0.11)</td>
<td>-3.84</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>0.08(0.13)</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.36(0.08)</td>
<td>-4.26</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>0.05(0.10)</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.29(0.06)</td>
<td>-4.35</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>0.01(0.07)</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.22(0.07)</td>
<td>-3.32</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>-0.03(0.06)</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.15(0.08)</td>
<td>-1.81</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>-0.07(0.08)</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.08(0.11)</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>-0.10(0.11)</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>-0.02(0.14)</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>-0.14(0.14)</td>
<td>-0.972</td>
<td>0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>0.05(0.18)</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>-0.18(0.18)</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45ms</td>
<td>SHORT LH – SHORT FLAT</td>
<td>0.12(0.21)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LONG LH – LONG FLAT</td>
<td>-0.21(0.22)</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B: Experiment 2

Table 8: *Output from the logistic regression in Experiment 2 (referred to as Model 2).*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>B (SE)</th>
<th>z value</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.54 (0.08)</td>
<td>6.58</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdur</td>
<td>2.67 (0.13)</td>
<td>20.33</td>
<td>&lt; 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intonation</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.02)</td>
<td>-1.69</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.03)</td>
<td>-2.78</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdur:intonation</td>
<td>0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdur:length</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.05)</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intonation:length</td>
<td>0.06 (0.02)</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdur:intonation:length</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: *Variance and standard deviation for the random effect structure of Model 2.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>variance</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vdur</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length:vdur</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: *Model 2, determination of random effect structure*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Converged?</th>
<th>Random slopes</th>
<th>Slope removed from previous model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model A</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>vdur* intonation *length</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>vdur + intonation + length +</td>
<td>vdur:intonation :length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vdur:intonation + vdur:length +</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>length:intonation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model C</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>vdur + intonation + length +</td>
<td>length:intonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vdur:intonation + vdur:length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model D</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>vdur + length + vdur:intonation +</td>
<td>intonation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>vdur:length</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model E</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>vdur + length + vdur:length</td>
<td>vdur:intonation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 11: Experiment 2 model comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model A ~ Model B</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A ~ Model C</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A ~ Model D</td>
<td>17.81</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model A ~ Model E</td>
<td>23.12</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B ~ Model C</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B ~ Model D</td>
<td>16.85</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model B ~ Model E</td>
<td>22.15</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model C ~ Model D</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model C ~ Model E</td>
<td>13.03</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model D ~ Model E</td>
<td>5.30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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